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A. WP4 Main Features

Objective

- To discuss and exchange an Action Plan for the promotion of CVET

- Boost the linkage between CVET policies and businesses

Territorial scope

- This Work Package was developed in 3 countries: Portugal, Spain and France

Deliverable

- Action Plan regarding the challenges, obstacles, opportunities and priority areas of intervention
in view of the policy objective – Europe 2020 – in Portugal, Spain and France.

WP4 withinIBCVET

- Using the information collected so far and systematized in the report “International European
Benchmarking on CVET for blue jobs-skills-economy”, this WP4 consists of the presentation of a
proposal for an Action Plan, supported by the collection of information and reflection with
employers of shipbuilding and ship repair. This WP has an evident articulation with the
consortium meting that will happen before the International Forum in Malta, to refine and
consolidate the proposals of action now presented.
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B. Regional meetings: the main 
source of information for the 
Action Plan
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B. Regional meetings

• Main objective of regional meetings
• Collect and share information, and knowledge, to jointly build an Action Plan to promote CVET public 

policies at European, national and sectorial level, and the enhancement of the opportunities for adult skills 
development. 

• Sectorial scope
• Shipbuilding and ship-repair

• A common program and methodology in the three countries
• Project presentation: IBCVET – objectives, WP and partners
• Presentation of the work developed so far, namely WP2: International European Benchmarking on CVET for 

Blue Jobs – Skills – Economy
• A set of issues for discussion previously agreed between the partners 
• Conclusions

• Target audience
• Employers and Employers' associations of shipbuilding and ship repair; Naval Clusters; Training entities
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B. Regional meetings

• Debate questions

• How important is Lifelong Learning for you, particularly CVET as an instrument to improve the performance 
of your firm? How do you make it operational?

• Is the importance of LLL a cross-cutting issue or is it particularly relevant in certain target / professional 
segments? Are there any specific moments of the career where CVET gains more relevance? For what kind 
of employees is CVET more important?

• What kind of competitiveness challenges does CVET help to improve?

• Does continuing education and training, as it is organized, meet the needs of your company?

• How do you think one could improve the access to CVET, especially among the less qualified adults? And 
how could we make it happen?

• Could you share with us the training practices that you consider more fruitful, particularly among less 
qualified adults?
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B. Regional meetings

• The approximate duration of the regional meeting in each country

• 3 hours

• Participants

• A total of 62 participants in all three regional meetings, corresponding to  55 organizations (48 
employers/ associations of employers  and 7 training entities);

• Spain: 17 participants , including 1 from a training entity. ACLUNAGA was the organizing partner.

• France: 25 participants, including 4 from a training entity/polo. BPN was the organizing partner.

• Portugal: 20 participants, including 7 from training entities. AIN was the organizing partner.

Attached to this document: list of participants and summaries of each regional meeting
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C. Six main issues about CVET to 
businesses
(Source: information in the ‘State of the Art’ report, regional meetings and 
existing knowledge in the partners)
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C. Six main issues about CVET to businesses

1. CVET is associated with Life Long Learning (LLL), which is considered indispensable to meet the
challenges of competitiveness and sustainability of organizations and businesses, for the creation
of motivation of workers for lifelong learning and to encourage the development of new economic
activities:

• CVET is considered a crucial instrument to adult’s education. The National Qualification
and Training Frameworks, which serve initial and continuing training, do not fully meet
the needs and requirements of skills development. In the economy of the sea this issue is
particularly relevant;

• In shipbuilding and ship repair in particular, it seems to be relevant to deepen and
improve vocational training programs because there is a lack of specific training modules
for the naval sector (mainly in Spain and Portugal) and the insufficient quality and
relevance of CVET to face changes in the world of work and the professions.

• In this context, and focusing in the Portuguese and Spanish cases, training programs
not linked to the National Catalogues of Qualifications tend to grow, and it is essential
to assess the quality and specialization of the training entities that offer these programs.
Taking needs into account, there is a lack of specialized training centers.
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C. Six main issues about CVET to businesses

2. The importance of continuing training is transversal to the various professional / work segments,
however:

• It is fundamental to create conditions for access to CVET (business strategies and organizational
leadership that value training, work organization, motivation for learning, adapted training programs,
strategies for seeking funding and managing,…);

• Continuing training does not replace the need for solid basic education / initial training, supported
by relevant qualification frameworks. This is especially important in the continuing training of less
qualified adults. These training programmes must encompass transversal skills, which will support
specialist knowledge and technical skills;

• Continuing training must be adapted to the professional contexts, the strategies and modes of
operation of the enterprises, the nature of the activity and the characteristics of the workers;
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C. Six main issues about CVET to businesses

2. The importance of continuing training is transversal to the various professional / work segments,
however:

•Specialized training, particularly in terms of technology and the handling of materials and tools, as
well as training geared to the nature of jobs, are of great importance in shipbuilding and ship repair;

• In this context, there is a need to ensure relevant training programs for the different professional
segments:

• Operators, intermediate technicians, senior technicians and also for managers;
• Young graduated technicians ( with an intermediate and superior level of education) without
adequate skills after their initial education;
• Some key professions were flagged: plumbers, welders, pipe fitters, locksmiths, operators of
machinery and equipment; operators working with new materials; electricians, fitter, crane
operators , painters, scafolders.
• CVET should also serve to generate knowledge transfer.
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C. Six main issues about CVET to businesses

3. The main objective of continuing training is to ensure the development of skills required by the job
posts and professional contexts that are constantly evolving and changing. That way, continuing training
must be delivered in a professional / organizational / business context and by trainers with a specific
knowledge of that context.

4. Continuing training is important to ensure compliance with legal, technical or technological
requirements, which are essential to ensure the presence of companies in the markets. It is also critical to
ensure the creation and sustainability of new products and services.

5. Smaller companies face more difficulties in accessing continuing training. In addition, they have lower
participation rates. Some of the reasons identified are the difficulties in managing working and training
periods, difficulties in financing, and the scarcity of adapted training programs and prepared trainers.
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C. Six main issues about CVET to businesses

6. Less educated adults with lower levels of qualifications (formal qualifications) often have a high level of
tacit / informal knowledge crucial to the performance of jobs with a strong component of technical skills.
And they are, according to the companies, indispensable in some specific professional areas.

However, the difficulty of these workers in explaining themselves is an obstacle to the transmission of
this knowledge to other workers. Continuing training for lower qualified workers should include
structured components of basic training at the level of concepts, operations, work organization and
communication. It is extremely relevant to develop internal tutoring allowing the transfer of
knowledge and validation of the learning outcomes of the continuing education provided to the
target audience.
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D. Take training to businesses in 
shipbuilding and ship repair: 
Similarities in the three regions 
D.1. Common practices
D.2. Obstacles and challenges
D.3. Opportunities
D.4. Priority areas of intervention
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D. Similarities in the three regions 
D.1. CVET practices in companies participating in regional meetings: 
practices, training domains and targeted audience

• Continuing education gains relevance, being more frequent, in the following phases and / or contexts:

• in the initial phase of collaboration with the company (first contact) with the main objective of
promoting the adaptation of the basic qualifications and the academic profile to the professional
contexts and business requirements;

at operational level and intermediate technicians, as an instrument to respond to technological and
organizational changes in jobs and functions

• Predominantly, continuing training is carried out internally, organized by companies, with internal or
external trainers, or organized and administered by a training organization at the company's request.

• For most companies surveyed in this study, the existing CVET offer does not meet their needs and is not
appropriate to the naval sector
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D. Similarities in the three regions 
D.1. CVET practices in companies participating in regional meetings: 
practices, training domains and targeted audience

• The most relevant and / or innovative education and training practices from the point of view of the
creation and development of skills, particularly among less qualified adults, which have been identified by
the participating companies, have the following characteristics:

• Tailored training to the characteristics of the target audience and working contexts;

• Training with periods of immersion and learning of the professional context (understanding the context
and the challenges of the work position, handling of equipment and materials, knowledge of the work
team, ..);

•Training carried out in the form of an Individual Training Workshop (Portuguese experience) or training
alternating work practice with simulation;

• Training actions with flexible duration and in schedules adapted to the organization of the company
and the daily and weekly working period (In Portugal the education and training modules have a duration of 25
or 50 hours and the working time is 8 hours/day or 40 hours/week. This means 10 hours overtime payment.);

• Investment in training is undertaken by companies at their own cost;
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D. Similarities in the three regions 
D.1. CVET practices in companies participating in regional meetings: 
practices, training domains and targeted audience

• Maintenance and repair of equipment (namely the most technologically sophisticated), machine
driving, naval locksmithing, technical drawing, welding techniques, naval painting, assembly, health
and safety, operation with various materials in shipbuilding (aluminum, composite materials and
other new materials, ...) are some of the training domains considered essential and in which
companies have invested. In France and Portugal it was mentioned the lack (or still insufficient) of
maritime and naval culture and the consequent need to work the perceptions and representations
of the professions;

• The main target audience of the continuing training promoted by the companies participating in
the regional meetings are workers in the technical areas, who operate with materials, equipment
and software/programs, those who occupy intermediate and operational functions and those
with a non-higher level of education; These audiences acting in the abovementioned areas are the
ones with the most needs in terms of continuing training;

• The continuing training actions promoted by the companies have a variable duration. However,
it is the actions of short duration (25 hours or less) that are preferred by companies, which
emphasize the importance of associating training periods with professional practice.

• In Portugal it was widely reported that the duration of training should be a multiple of 8 hours in
order to avoid overtime pay. In France and Spain this issue was not detected.
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D. Similarities in the three regions
D.2. Obstacles and challenges

•The provision of specific continuing training for the shipbuilding and ship repair sector is very scarce and most training programs on the
market are not adapted (for example, in Portugal, the National Catalogue of Qualifications only includes training modules for boat building);

•The training models proposed by most of the training entities are traditional and not flexible in terms of training contents and training
methodologies;

• In some areas (ex: technical drawing, welding techniques, repair and maintenance of equipment, locksmithing, use of various materials in
shipbuilding), the results of continuing training are strongly dependent on the quality of basic/ initial training of workers.
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• Build a pilot training program ( for example, an European partnership to test methodologies, study them and scale it up) for a sub-
sector or field of activity or area of expertise or new qualification, in partnership with training entities and employers (look for good
practices).
• Identify a specialized training center or trainers
• Identify good practice in terms of training methodology
• Identify a target professional group
• Select a group of companies and develop the pilot program
• Present and negotiate with the CVET authorities the steps to be taken to include the program in a CVET scheme associated with the
National Qualifications Frameworks / National Catalogues of Qualifications

The challenge: "Design and Structure"



D. Similarities in the three regions
D.2. Obstacles and challenges

• Insufficiency of trainers with the knowledge and experience necessary to respond to skills development, in particular
in technical and technological fields and working procedures;

• Professionals with a lot of experience and knowledge but not competent to impart knowledge to others.
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• Identify who holds key knowledge
• Explain, sistematize and formalize key knowledge
• Continue to train professionals to convey knowledge / Train trainers
• Train training teams composed of specialized trainers and professionals with tacit knowledge important to the company
• Develop mentoring programs
• Develop Training Workshops - Customized training and mentoring programs
• Develop knowledge management programs in organizations
•Preparedness for future needs (IT, renewable energies, etc.)

The challenge: Trainers



D. Similarities in the three regions
D.2. Obstacles and challenges

• Lack of funding for more systematic training interventions;

• Mechanisms and funding strategies (eg national and European programs) still poorly adapted to the reality and
business contexts (a lot of administrative complexity, obstacles to the flexible organization of training ...).
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• Measuring the results of continuing education and its impact on company productivity and sustainability - creating a
pilot project
• To elect a field of knowledge / competence to be developed, which is important for a group of companies, and to
evaluate the possibility of creating a fund for the development of pilot projects for short-term continuing training
• Report on obstacles to financing mechanisms and make proposals for improvement

The challenge: Funding



D. Similarities in the three regions
D.2. Obstacles and challenges

• Difficulty in organizing work and working time in enterprises, particularly in micro and small enterprises, to provide
workers with training during working hours
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• In micro and small enterprises the development of training programs can not be dissociated from supporting the
organization in terms of working time

• Developing inter-company training programs for small, well-defined groups of workers can be a good solution if a
worker replacement or work reorganization response is envisaged. Also, it may be an option to organize trainings for
different jobs in different moments.

The challenge: Management



D. Similarities in the three regions
D.3. Opportunities to strengthen access to CVET and its effectiveness

• The European agenda supports making CVET an instrument for the development
and consistency of qualifications and professional profiles;

• There is data and information from evaluations and studies made in the four
regions, some of them are made using EU funds (as it is the example of the guide
APRENDIZAGEM AO LONGO DA VIDA EM PEQUENAS E MÉDIAS EMPRESAS, an
output of COPPELL, a project funded by Lifelong Learning Programme) that can be
used to simplify procedures and set strategic guidelines for continuing training in
small and medium-sized enterprises;

• There is a network of partnerships in the regions that allow the reinforcement of
a shared language on the expected role of training on skills development and
businesses.
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D. Similarities in the three regions
D.3. Opportunities to strengthen access to CVET and its effectiveness

• Opportunity to study the good practices of continuing education in the
shipbuilding and ship repair sector, to define the requirements for success in
continuing training for less qualified adults and to incorporate these requirements
in the training;

• Opportunity to develop new and more effective training models as a result of
the emergence of new jobs and, also, as a result of the entry of youngsters with
qualifications in other areas that are not shipbuilding.

• Opportunity to promote access to training and the motivation of less qualified
adults to attend training actions through communication and social valuation of
the professions. The regions-business-schools-training partnerships, as well as the
clusters, have here a vast field of intervention opportunities.
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D. Similarities in the three regions
D.4. Six priority areas of intervention

1) Promote access to CVET for professional groups that have benefited less from continuing training: less
qualified adults, operators and intermediate technicians

2) Listen to companies, share information and promote Knowledge
• Workshops dedicated to the presentation of success stories on training and competitiveness;
• Dissemination of information on the structural demand for qualifications (globalization of the needs of the
shipbuilding and ship-repair industry is a reality);
• Share specialized knowledge in the scientific, technological and organizational domains considered useful for
the development of companies.

3) Train trainers
• Specific training programs for workers with specialized and tacit / informal knowledge, in order to enable
them to transmit this knowledge;
•Construction and development of a European Training Plan for Trainers for the Shipbuilding and Ship-repair
Industry.
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D. Similarities in the three regions
D.4. Six priority areas of intervention

4) Support relevant training programs (content, didactics and methodologies) built in partnership with
businesses

• Consultancy-training or action-training programs that include training components in the fields of work
organization and working time management

• Mentoring programs

5) Empower organizational leaders in accessing finance and training opportunities and promoting
partnerships with education and training entities

6) To deepen the references / profiles of the basic / initial training, namely at the intermediate and basic
level, with contents that allow the effectiveness of the continuing training
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E. Take the training to 
businesses– how could we make 
it happen? 
To make something happen, do it!
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E. Take the training to businesses
ACTION PLAN – THE BIG THEMES AND CONTENTS
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Promotion of CVET + Boost the 
linkage between the CVET policies 

and businesses 

Blue economy/ Ship repair and 
ship building

Less skilled workers  

Access to lifelong learning and 
CVET

Training resources, Public 
investment  and support 

Respond to current and future 
needs 

- Less skilled workers, Young
technicians, Employees in 
critical functions. Trainers 

Access and effectiveness of 
CVET among the less qualified 

adults 

Employers participation and 
partnership for CVET

Innovative training approaches 

Information 



E. Take the training to businesses
E.1. Employers participation and partnership for CVET

• Listen to companies, share information and promote Knowledge;

• Workshops dedicated to the presentation of success stories on training and
competitiveness;

• Disseminate information on the structural demand for qualifications (globalization
of the needs of the shipbuilding and ship-repair industry is a reality);

• Share specialized knowledge in the scientific, technological and organizational
domains considered useful for the development of companies;

•Empower organizational leaders in accessing finance and training opportunities
and promoting partnerships with education and training entities;

•Attractiveness of the industry and careers/ improve the image of the industry and
its careers;
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E. Take the training to businesses
E.2. Access to Lifelong Learning and CVET 

• Provide information on CVET schemes;

• Develop CVET's programs based on the demand for skills of employers and
the structural demand for qualifications (key competence areas, transversal)
and with a flexible organization in terms of duration and modalities;

• Strengthen the commitment of public policies with the development of
methodologies and didactics of continuing training;

•Removing geographical barriers by promoting online training or trainer
displacement;
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PROVIDE INFORMATION AND DEVELOP TRAINING RESOURCES 



E. Take the training to businesses
E.2. Access to Lifelong Learning and CVET 

• Support customized training programs according to the characteristics of the
companies and the target groups of the training (Including the training of trainers);
•Improve e-learning and the design of learning platforms with distance tutoring;
• Support mentoring programs and knowledge management programs in
companies, as an essential instrument of access to CVET for less qualified adults;
• Support the recognition, validation and certification of competences of adults
with low levels of formal qualification, as paths toward learning and qualification;
• Support the creation of simple devices for mediation of investment in continuing
education;
• Improve and develop CVET quality monitoring and evaluation tools and indicators;
• Support the definition of reference training centers for key competency areas.
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ENCOURAGE AND SUPPORT INNOVATIVE TRAINING PROGRAMS



E. Take the training to businesses
E.3. Respond to Current and Futures Needs 
(focus: ship building and ship-repair industry) 

•Knowledge management programs

•Mentoring programs

•Health and safety at work

•Foreign languages

•Training programs that link
technical training to basic training
modules (concepts, procedures,
behaviors of materials and
equipment, etc.)

32

NEEDS IN 
TERMS OF 

CVETLess skilled workers 
(formal qualification)



E. Take the training to businesses
E.3. Respond to Current and Futures Needs 
(focus: ship building and ship-repair industry) 

• Knowledge management programs

• Team and work management

• Health and safety at work

• Materials, robotics and automation 
technologies

• Foreign languages

• Specialized vocational training (technical 
and technological) adapted to work and 
employment contexts
• Some critical training areas or jobs: Naval 

painting, welding techniques, locksmithing, 
assembly, hydraulic, pipe fitters, plumbing 
professions; naval boilermaker, surface 
treatment specialist ; technical drawing.
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NEEDS IN 
TERMS OF 

CVET

Intermediate 
technicians and 

specialized operators

Intermediate 
Vocational Training



E. Take the training to businesses
E.3. Respond to Current and Futures Needs 
(focus: ship building and ship-repair industry) 

• Knowledge management 
programs

• Materials, robotics and 
automation technologies

• Management and communication

• Work organization

• Health and safety at work
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NEEDS IN 
TERMS OF 

CVET

Senior technical staff

Higher Vocational 
Training



•Train training teams composed of specialized trainers and professionals with
tacit knowledge important to the company;

•Specific training programs for workers with specialized and tacit / informal
knowledge, in order to enable them to transmit this knowledge;

•Construction and development of a European Training Plan for Trainers for
the Shipbuilding and Shipbuilding Industry.
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TRAIN THE TRAINERS

E. Take the training to businesses
E.3. Respond to Current and Futures Needs 
(focus: ship building and ship-repair industry) 



• Value the knowledge gained through experience/ competency recognition;
• Promote informal moments of communication of professional practices and cases
of success in solving problems;
• Develop training approaches focused on problem solving;
• Plan continuing training in parallel with the organization of working time;
• Create worker stock exchanges to meet the temporary replacement needs of
workers with the support of associations / clusters or regions;
• Promote thematic training workshops (based on practices) with the participation
of specialized trainers and workers in key areas: welding, naval painting,
locksmithing, assembling, hydraulic, pipe fitters, plumbing professions, etc.
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TEST AND DEVELOP INNOVATIVE TRAINING APPROACHES  

E. Take the training to businesses
E.4. Access and effectiveness of CVET among the less qualified adults 



F. Attachments
F1. Regional meeting – France
F2. Regional meeting – Spain
F3. Regional meeting – Portugal
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F.1 Regional meeting - France
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PARTICIPANTS 

ALBERT Gwladys - IPC 
BARBIER Marine - FRANCE PECHE DURABLE ET 
RESPONSABLE 
BRETON Aurélie - SOFRESID 
BUTTET Maurice - BARILLEC MARINE 
CHAUTY Yann - CEPS  
CITEAU Pascal - MARINELEC 
CUESTA Anne-Marie - BPN 
DELACOUR Wendy - NAVTIS 
DOLLO Yann - CDK TECHNOLOGIE 
DUBOST Jacques - REFERENT EMR 
FURSTENBERGER Monique - PLASTIMER 
GLOANNEC Franck- POLE FORMATION DES 
INDUSTRIES TECHNOLOGIQUES 
HERMITE Lise - BPN 
LE BARS François - PIRIOU 

LE FEL Patrice - ATELIER MECANIQUE 
LORIENTAIS 
LE GAC Ronan - NAVTIS 
LE GAL Patrick - AGIR 
L'HOSTIS Thierry - SOFRESID 
LINOSSIER Anne - CLEMESSY SERVICES 
MARTIN Charlène - PIRIOU  
MERRER Elodie - POLE FORMATION DES 
INDUSTRIES TECHNOLOGIQUES 
PARAT Sophie - LGM 
POT  LE PRIOL Angélique - PIRIOU 
QUINTON Florian - LE CINQ 
SALOT Damien - POLE FORMATION DES 
INDUSTRIES TECHNOLOGIQUES 
SANQUER Olivier  - ACTEMIUM 
VERTOU Valerie - POLE FORMATION DES 
INDUSTRIES TECHNOLOGIQUES 

 

 

AGENDA RECALL 
╙ Introduction and presentation of IB CVET project 
╙ Current status of continuing education in Brittany and in the 3 partner countries (WP2 diagnosis)  
╙ Debate – questions to participants 

 

PRESENTATION OF IB CVET PROJECT 

OVERALL 
PRESENTATION  

Introduction and project presentation by Anne-Marie CUESTA  
Presentation  

╙ Goals 
╙ BPN role 
╙ The European partners 
╙ Project schedule 

 

CURRENT STATUS 
Presentation by Lise HERMITE   

╙ Presentation of continuing training diagnosis (WP2) in the 3 countries and comparison with 
France (methodology and main results) 

╙ Presentation of results of  company and training organisation survey 
╙ Presentation of main comparative elements  

 

QUESTIONS - DEBATE 

1 

In your opinion is “lifelong learning” important? In particular, do you believe that 
continuing training is an instrument that improves your company performance? 
 
All partners agreed on the major importance of continuing training in company development. 
Given evolution in technical skill requirements and techniques it enables companies to cope 
with the continual advances in competition and to keep their personnel at the forefront of 
technological progress and latest standards.  
Continuing vocational training can also help VSBs and SMEs to avoid what can be sometimes 
very expensive recruitment. 
 
Industry Characteristics: 

 The shipbuilding industry is characterised by training courses – mandatory 
qualifications (vocational clearances, electrical diplomas, driving safety certificates, 
etc.)  

 Health, Safety and Environment => VERY IMPORTANT / ISO standards… 
 

WP4 : Regional Meeting - Brittany 
MINUTES   18/01/2017 14.30 H CCI QUIMPER 
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2 

During a “shipbuilding” career, are there priority periods when continuing training 
actions should be carried out? In your company, is there a target category to 
which greater access to continuing training is given? 
 
SME group: early retirement due to asbestos issues has resulted in loss of skills so it is 
essential for small companies to be able to replace skilled workers. The main opportunities 
lie within the 25 to 35 year old age group.  
 

SOFRESID: in engineering, for example, companies resort more and more to training in order 
to keep up draughtsman skills and move them towards designer status.  
 
 

3 

In your opinion, does continuing training enable your company to gain in 
competitiveness? Does it improve performance? 
 
Yes, on several points:  

 Continuing training is better adapted to company regulations and modes of 
production => “bespoke” training  

 No travel costs when done on-site  
 Direct application on the trainee’s usual work means  
 Time saving  
 Possibility to train more personnel through complete assignments  e.g. in 

languages 
Development of inter-company training is also interesting for firms as they may benefit from 
the mutual experience and feedback of the other companies.  
 

4 

Do current continuing training provisions meet your needs? 
 
The companies offer a divided opinion; thus training provided does not fully match training 
requirements 
 

Several points raised: 
 Too little training available in aluminium ship construction 
 Shortcomings in shipbuilding and maritime culture 
 Lack of skills versatility (woodworking / composite / finishing / painting) 
 Mismatch between external training and actual on-the-job working 
 Little adaptability/ flexibility on dates, too general 
 Training content sometimes questionable 
 Need for qualifying training courses 

 
More adaptability and flexibility in training course is asked for by the industrial companies. 
 

PLASTIMER: “Training in shipbuilding requires long periods of practical work so that several 
aspects can be put into practice through all phases of construction and repair. Even though 
alternating or continuing courses clearly allow trainees experience in all features of the trade 
we feel that it doesn’t prepare personnel for the complete reality of the field.” 
 

PIRIOU: The CQP* example: this is good training but they are nonetheless short courses 
which cannot make up for the shortcomings at the end of a Bac Pro (vocational 
baccalaureate), for example (3 years training, but at the end of which the students are not yet 
autonomous).This suggests that the Bac Pro level is not sufficiently in-line with company 
expectations. 
 

General opinion of companies: the level of qualification is falling; the old CAP graduates 
(Professional Aptitude Certificate) were very often better trained than the current Bac Pro.  
“Training standards need to be reviewed and work carried out on at least a minimum basic 
training for draughtsmen in spatial vision and also for preparation technicians in the notions 
of co-activity, etc.”  
 

* The CQP is a Professional Qualification Certificate which certifies, as the name suggests, a vocational 
qualification. Created and awarded by trades and professions, the CQP allow employees to obtain a 
recognised operational qualification. 
 

5 

According to you, how can we improve access to continuing training? And in what 
way can this be achieved? 
 

 Lack of time, or rather the difficulty of anticipating time required for staff 
training, remains one of the major constraints to continuing training access. Indeed, 
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it is very difficult to plan training 6 months ahead (depending on the variable 
workload); ideally, organisations should be highly reactive with very short 
response time. 

 More adaptability between training/ in-company work 
 Train trainers in shipbuilding and repair 
 Simplify administrative procedures 
 Develop internal tutoring, although this requires the elder workers to give over time 

to train the younger ones.  
 
 

6 

If you were to prioritise the various continuing training schemes, which would be 
the most relevant for you, particularly those most suited to adults with low 
qualifications? 
 

 The FSPPs (Joint Funds for Securing Vocational Courses) allow for intensive periods in 
training. However, time should also be given over to finding out about the trade, its 
specific tools and the working environment within companies, and without this being 
of direct cost to the firm, which already provides supervision of new employees on 
its own account.  
 

 Perhaps rights should be extended to the unemployed and least qualified workers 
to the CIF (Personal Training Leave) along with direct access to a fixed-term 
contract.  

 
 

ADDDITIONAL 
COMMENTS  

 

After this first meeting it appears there is interest in the IBCVET approach, but with specific 
expectations for each company.  
 

 The ITC platform for continuing training is useful provided that courses can be 
looked for easily (search with several simultaneous criteria) + is translated into 
French. 

 
 Most companies wish to recruit inexperienced young people or those with little or 

no training but one of the main issues remains to be: finding the right applicant. 
 

 The criterion of geographical location of training has to be taken into account: 
companies do not wish to train staff too far away from their workplace, time being 
an important factor as well as having to pay for travel expenses or at least ensuring 
the necessary logistics for the employee to follow the course.  

 
 

 

 

 
 



COMPANY ACTIVITY AREA ATTENDANT
ACTEMIUM Electricity SANQUER Olivier 

AGIR Engineering LE GAL Patrick 

ATELIER MECANIQUE LORIENTAIS Mechanics LE FEL Patrice 

BARILLEC MARINE Electricity BUTTET Maurice 

BPN Cluster CUESTA Anne-Marie

BPN Cluster HERMITE Lise 

CDK TECHNOLOGIE Shipyard DOLLO Yann 

CEPS Training entity CHAUTY Yann 

CLEMESSY SERVICES Shipyard LINOSSIER Anne 

FRANCE PECHE DURABLE ET RESPONSABLE Business associations BARBIER Marine 

IPC Business associations ALBERT Gwladys 

LE CINQ Engineering QUINTON Florian 

LGM Engineering PARAT Sophie 

MARINELEC Equipment supplier CITEAU Pascal 

NAVTIS Shipyard DELACOUR Wendy 

NAVTIS Shipyard LE GAC Ronan 

PIRIOU Shipyard LE BARS François 

PIRIOU Shipyard MARTIN Charlène 

PIRIOU Shipyard POT - LE PRIOL Angèlique

PLASTIMER Shipyard FURSTENBERGER Monique 

POLE FORMATION DES INDUSTRIES TECHNOLOGIQUES Training entity GLOANNEC Franck

POLE FORMATION DES INDUSTRIES TECHNOLOGIQUES Training entity MERRER Elodie 

POLE FORMATION DES INDUSTRIES TECHNOLOGIQUES Training entity SALOT Damien

POLE FORMATION DES INDUSTRIES TECHNOLOGIQUES Training entity VERTOU VALERIE 

REFERENT MRE Cluster MRE DUBOST Jacques 

SOFRESID Engineering BRETON Aurélie 

SOFRESID Engineering L'HOSTIS Thierry 

In the following list appear the names of the attendees and the 

companies that they represent:

WP4 : Regional Meeting - Brittany
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INTRODUCTION 
 
One of the activities of work package 4, Take the training to business, was the realization of 

Regional Meetings in three countries: Portugal, Spain and France. 

The Regional Meeting in Galicia (Spain) took place on 14 of February at 16:30 pm in the two 

offices that ACLUNAGA have in Vigo and Ferrol and its duration was approximately three hours. 

 
AGENDA 
 

The agenda of the regional meeting was the following:  

 

 

 

· 16:15 Reception of attendees and introduction 

· 16:30 Presentation of the project: IBCVET 4 European regions 

· 17:15 Presentation of WP2: International European Benchmarking on CVET 

· 18:00 Debate. Promote a discussion around the following questions: 

1. How important is for you Lifelong Learning, particularly CVET as an instrument to 

improve the performance of your firm? 

2. Are there any specific moments of the career where CVET gains more relevance? 

For what kind of employees is CVET more important? 

3. What kind of competitiveness challenges does CVET helps to improve? 

4. Does the offer of CVET fits your needs? 

5. How do you think one could improve the access to CVET? And how could we 

make it happen? 



 
 

6. Could you share with us the training practices that you consider more fruitful, 

particularly among less qualified adults? 

· 19:15 Closure of the session 

Meeting was moderated by Oscar Gómez, managing director of ACLUNAGA, who was present in 

the office of Ferrol, with the collaboration of Romina Bastón, who was in the office of Vigo. Oscar 

was also in charge of the presentation of the project at the attendees. 

 

METODOLOGY 
 

The regional meeting was carried out in Vigo and Ferrol because they are the main points of 

reference of maritime sector in Galicia, where ACLUNAGA has the offices. 

It was structured in three segments: 

· Presentation of the Project 

· Presentation of WP2 

· Debate 

During the celebration, the attendees were constantly asked to participate in order to explain the 

gaps and needs observed in the area of vocational training in the sector. 

The following means were used to attract attendees: 

Ø Mailing: 

To get the required attendance, at the beginning of February, an invitation was sent by email to 

twenty companies of the sector, involving shipyards, companies from the ancillary industry and 

training companies, to invite them to participate in the meeting. 



 
 

 

Ø Phone calls 

Few days after sending the invitations, on 10th of February, a phase of phone calls began to 

confirm the final attendance list and to insist in the importance of the event. 

As a result, the 16 of the 20 invited companies that appear in the table below attended the 

meeting. The main reason why some of them could not attend was because they had work 

engagements.  

In the following list appear the names of the attendees and the companies that they represent: 

COMPANY ACTIVITY AREA ATTENDANT OFICCE 

AIMEN CENTRO TECNOLÓGICO Training company Alberto Martínez Vigo  

AISTER Shipbuilding_ Shipyard Javier Rasilla Vigo  

BAITRA Shipbuilding_ Suppliers Juan Carlos González Vigo  

CAMUYDE Shipbuilding_ Enabling Accommodation Iván Sánchez Ferrol 

F. CARCELLER Shipbuilding_ Engineering Pablo Carceller Vigo  

FACTORÍAS VULCANO Shipbuilding_ Shipyard José Luis Méndez Vigo 

GABADI Shipbuilding_ Enabling Accommodation Begoña Paz Ferrol 

GAMELSA Shipbuilding_ Enabling Accommodation Ignacio Couñago Ferrol 

HIDROFERSA FÁBRICA DE CHAVÍN Shipbuilding_ Structure Diego Fernández Ferrol 

IBECISA DECK MACHINERY Shipbuilding_ Deck machinery Miguel Riveiro Vigo  

INDUSTRIAS FERRI Shipbuilding_ Deck machinery Carlos Blanco Vigo  

METALSHIPS & DOCKS Shipbuilding_ Shipyard Vicente Santiago Vigo 

MUESTRALO Shipbuilding_ Services Javier Arnau Vigo 

NORINVER MONTAJES E INGENIERÍA Shipbuilding_ Electricity-engineering Rada Zavaronkova Ferrol 



 
 

PROGENER Shipbuilding_ Propulsion Alfonso Rey Vigo 

THUNE EUREKA Shipbuilding_ Deck machinery Julián Fontela Vivanco Vigo 

NAVANTIA Shipbuilding_ Shipyard Jorge Novo López Ferrol 

 

The companies that attended the regional meeting were a good sample of the sector, because it 

was represented a mix of types of companies, since shipyards to companies from the ancillary 

industry, and one training company. Moreover, the characteristics and sizes of the companies 

were also very varied. 

The picture below shows the value chain of shipbuilding sector, with the companies that 
participated in the regional meeting shaded in yellow colour. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

DEBATE-QUESTIONS 
 
After made the presentation of the Project and the WP2, a debate ensued, in which the 

representatives of the companies took part. 

 

This section summarizes the main conclusions that came out: 

 

1. How important is for you Lifelong Learning, particularly CVET as an instrument to improve 

the performance of your firm? 

The Lifelong Learning is crucial for companies, because without it the future challenges would not 

be achieve. 

Training has to be understood not as a waste of time or an expense but as a long-term enterprise 

investment. Its purpose is to expand and develop the skills of an organization's employees to 

improve their productivity and performance. The most important resource of a company is the 

workforce, to have a prepared staff with capacity to compete and to face future challenges. 

Companies have the need for workers to adapt to new times and technologies, and not to be 

immobilized within their professional development.  This is achieve through Lifelong Learning. 

The benefits of training are multiple, and we can highlight the following: 

- To avoid stagnation of workers in their qualification thus improving their work and 

professional status. 

- Respond to the specific needs of companies and organizations. 

- To encourage the development of new economic activities. 

- To adapt human capital to technological innovations and new forms of work organization.

  

2. Are there any specific moments of the career where CVET gains more relevance? For what 

kind of employees is CVET more important? 

All the participants in the regional meeting agree that CVET gains more relevance in the first 

contract as employee, because it is necessary to improve the academic profile and to adapt 

capabilities and competitiveness to reality of the business environment. 



 
 

Although continuous training is necessary in any job, it has special relevance for the technical 

staff of the companies. It is required to a lesser extent in management positions, which are less 

affected by market changes. 

Specifically, in the shipbuilding sector CVET is important to adapt the knowledge acquired during 

academic training to the specific requirements of the sector (for example, welding techniques or 

naval paint, which are different from those used in any other industrial sector).  

3. What kind of competitiveness challenges does CVET helps to improve? 

CVET helps to improve the skills and attitudes of workers so they are able to generate a greater 

professional development and thus secure major productivity in the company, improvements in 

the quality of products and services, the incorporation of new technologies and new systems of 

management and organization and generate a knowledge transfer. 

Moreover, the CVET have personal and social achievements. It improve the satisfaction, 

motivation and the integration of the worker, who sees how the company makes an investment 

in him to improve his professionally, increasing the commitment of the personnel with the 

company. 

4. Does the offer of CVET fits your needs? 

The response was nearly unanimous. All of the companies agree that the offer of CVET in Galicia 

do not fit their needs because it is not appropriate for the shipbuilding sector. Few courses are 

specifics for this area. The majority are valid to work in any industrial sector, and the shipbuilding 

sector require a specific knowledge because it have characterizes that make it different from 

similar occupations in other sectors. 

Therefore, they think that it is needed to adapt the existing offer (and his content) to the real 

occupations in this sector. These occupations was define in our document of WP2, and they are, 

for example, naval welder, naval boilermaker or surface treatment specialist, among others. 

 By the other hand, is difficult to find trainers and coaches to impart this training, because it has 

to be impart by professional people of this sector who know its particularities first hand. 

 



 
 

5. How do you think one could improve the access to CVET? And how could we make it 

happen? 

According to attendees, the access to CVET is not a problem for them although sometimes is 

difficult to combine with private life. Everyone can achieve qualification mixing experience and 

certificate. In Galicia, it is a major problem the content of the CVET than the access. 

The subsidy was not sufficient in many cases, which would motivate the workers to participate 

more in continuous training. All complained of the decline in intensity of the old subsidies of the 

FSE. 

6. Could you share with us the training practices that you consider more fruitful, particularly 

among less qualified adults? 

Each trainee should carry out practices, during a specific period, with a professional of the sector 

during his workday in the company. This is the best way to the trainee can adapt to the 

requirements of labor market and acquire specific attitudes to improve his understanding about 

the workstation.  

With this, it would be possible that the apprentice acquired a faithful approach of the formation 

acquired to the reality of the companies. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
In addition to the issues raised above, a number of conclusions about what the industry expects 
were obtained, and are summarized below: 
 

· Close cooperation between education and industry on local, national and European level 
· Tools/support for lifelong learning 
· Education giving our young people  
· Mobility of employees. 
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Introduction 
 

One of the activities of work package 4, Take the training to business, was the realization of 

Regional Meetings in three countries: Portugal, Spain and France. 

The Regional Meeting in Portugal took place on 20 of February at 14:00 pm in the Arsenal do 

Alfeite. 

Agenda 
 
The agenda of the regional meeting was the following: 

• 14:00 – Reception of attendees and introduction 

• 14:20 – Presentation of the project: IBCVET 4 European regions 
“State of the art”: Diagnosis of Training Policies and Practices in the 
Partner Countries 
 

• 15:00 – Debate – Take the Training to Businesses. Promote a discussion around 
the following questions: 

1. How important is it for you Lifelong Learning, particularly CVET as an 
instrument to improve the performance of your firm? 

2. Are there any specific moments of the career where CVET gains more 
relevance? For what kind of employees is CVET more important? 

3. Does the offer of CVET fits your needs? 
4. How do you think one could improve the access to CVET? And how 

could we make it happen? 
5. Could you share with us the training practices that you consider more 

fruitful, particularly among less qualified adults? 
 

• 17:00 – Closure of the session 
 

Attendance List: 
 
In the following list appear the names of the attendees and the companies that they represent: 
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N.º Company Activity Area Attendant e-mail Signature 

1 Lisnaveyards – Naval Services 
Naval maintenance 

and ship-repair 
Eng.º José Teixeira jose.teixeira@lisnave.pt   

2 Nautiber – Estaleiros Navais do Guadiana, Lda Shipbuilding Eng.º João Luís Horta joao@nautiber.pt   

3 

Instituto de Soldadura e Qualidade Research 

Eng.º Pedro Bargado phsousa@isq.pt   

4 Dr.ª Margarida Segard MMSegard@isq.pt   

5 Unisafe Portugal, Lda Security Systems Eng.º Pedro Barreiros unisafe@unisafe.pt  

7 Navaltagus Shipbuilding 
Eng.º Miguel Roque  
Eng.º Miguel Trovão 

miguel.roque@navaltagus.pt 
miguel.trovao@navaltagus.pt  

 

8 
Administração dos Portos de Setúbal e 
Sesimbra, SA 

Port activity and logistics Dr.ª Lúcia Teixeira LTEIXEIRA@portodesetubal.pt   

10 Rebonave – Reboques e Assistência Naval, SA 
Activities auxiliary to water 
transport 

Eng.ª Barbara Matos barbara.matos@rebonave.pt   

11 Cenfim Training Centre Dr. Vitor Dias vdias.df@cenfim.pt  

12 Escola Náutica Higher Education Prof.Luís Filipe Batista luisbatista@enautica.pt  

13 

FOR-MAR Training Centre 

Eng.º Carlos Serôdio carlos.serodio@for-mar.pt 

 

14 Dr. Carlos Vasconcelos  

15 Instituto Politécnico de Setúbal - EST Higher Education Prof. Doutor Nuno Pereira diretor@estsetubal.ips.pt  

16 Quasar Human Capital Training Dr. Carlos Maio cmaio@quasarhumancapital.com  

mailto:jose.teixeira@lisnave.pt
mailto:joao@nautiber.pt
mailto:phsousa@isq.pt
mailto:MMSegard@isq.pt
mailto:unisafe@unisafe.pt
mailto:miguel.roque@navaltagus.pt
mailto:miguel.trovao@navaltagus.pt
mailto:LTEIXEIRA@portodesetubal.pt
mailto:barbara.matos@rebonave.pt
mailto:vdias.df@cenfim.pt
mailto:luisbatista@enautica.pt
mailto:carlos.serodio@for-mar.pt
mailto:diretor@estsetubal.ips.pt
mailto:cmaio@quasarhumancapital.com
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N.º Company Activity Area Attendant e-mail Signature 

17 Drª Ana Serejo aserejo@quasarhumancapital.com 

18 Solisform – Formação e Serviços Lda Vocacional Training Dr.ª Sónia Leal sonia.leal@solisform.pt  

19 Forum Óceano Sea Cluster Eng.º Frederico Ferreira frederico.ferreira@forumoceano.pt  

20 ANQEP Public Agency Dr.ª Ana Batalha ana.batalha@anqep.gov.pt   

21 Trimarine Shipbuilding Eng.º Fernando Sena fsena@trimarine.com  

22 
AIN 

Association of Naval 
Industries 

Eng.º Ventura de Sousa ventura.sousa@ain.pt 
 

23 Eng.ª Guadalupe Saião guadalupe.saiao@ain.pt 

24 

Arsenal do Alfeite, SA Shipbuilding and ship-repair 

Dr. Pedro Paulouro  Pedro.paulouro@arsenal-alfeite.pt  

25 Dr. João Cabrita Joao.cabrita@arsenal-alfeite.pt   

26 Dr.ª Márcia Calafate Marcia.calafate@arsenal-alfeite.pt  

27 Dr. Miguel Silva Pereira    

28 Almirante Rapaz Lérias   

29 

Magellan 

Association for the 
representation of 
Portuguese interests 
abroad. 

Dr.ª Clara Correia claracorr@gmail.com   

30 Dr.ª Filipa Barreira  fbarreira@quaternaire.pt   

 

mailto:aserejo@quasarhumancapital.com
mailto:sonia.leal@solisform.pt
mailto:frederico.ferreira@forumoceano.pt
mailto:ana.batalha@anqep.gov.pt
mailto:fsena@trimarine.com
mailto:ventura.sousa@ain.pt
mailto:guadalupe.saiao@ain.pt
mailto:Pedro.paulouro@arsenal-alfeite.pt
mailto:Joao.cabrita@arsenal-alfeite.pt
mailto:Marcia.calafate@arsenal-alfeite.pt
mailto:claracorr@gmail.com
mailto:fbarreira@quaternaire.pt
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Debate-Questions 
 
After made the presentation of the Project and the “State of the Art”: Diagnosis of Training Policies 

and practices in the partner countries, a debate ensued, in which the representatives of the 

companies took part. 

This section summarizes the main conclusions that came out: 

 
How important is it for you Lifelong Learning, particularly CVET as an instrument to improve the 

performance of your firm? 

Lisnave: 

About 10 years ago the company developed a training project in five areas that allowed two classes to 

be created for each course: Naval Locksmith, Naval Firefighter, Transport Driver, Mechanical Locksmith, 

Machine Operator Tools. The trainees who were fit were invited to stay in the company, first with 

temporary contracts and then with definitive contracts. Since then, every year the company has organized 

courses in these 5 areas with a shorter working hours, being the naval locksmith course or that includes 

more hours of training (600h). In terms of funding, this training has been supported almost entirely by the 

company. The company obtained support from the Ministry of Economy for 5 classes, in 40 already 

carried out.  

Preferably the trainees had as minimum education the 12th grade. Nowadays they can also have the 9 th 

grade. 

Rebonave: 

Training is given internally. 

Trimare: 

Vocational training problems are resolved by the company paying more to the workers, what means a 

trajectory difficult to sustain. Vocational training is given internally being that the theoretical training is the 

one that brings more difficulties and more costs. Workers only go to professional training outside the 

company when it is absolutely necessary and impossible to be developed internally.  

The workers recruited are 9 years of schooling and have, preferably, as training base carpentry or naval 

carpentry. In the recruitment is privileged the polyvalence, the handwork and precision. If workers have a 

high level of precision they can easily learn the theoretical knowledge at the level of thermodynamics, 

which are taught at the workplace.   

Arsenal do Alfeite: 

They identify skills gaps in repair and shipbuilding. The company assume the vocational training of 

workers. The recruited workers preferably have the 12th year of schooling and basic vocational training 

in areas that favor more specific continuing training, such as mechanics, boilers, or mechatronics. This 

continuing training composed of more specific contents and adapted to the reality of the company in the 

area of shipbuilding and repair Is assumed as an added value so the financing is entirely internal. The 

workers have training in the classroom, in the work place and in a simulated place. The trainers are 
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exclusively internal, they are employees of the company with a lot of experience and high availability to 

transmit knowledge. 

 

Are there any specific moments of the career where CVET gains more relevance? For what kind of 

employees is CVET more important? 

Rebonave: 

The trailer area is a small work niche. 

There are technical English training needs in order to make communication more effective. In terms of 

training for more skilled workers there are needs at the level of Anchor Handling (training that does not 

exist in Portugal). 

Navaltagus: 

There is a need for training in Maintenance and Repair of Containers which is an area that requires 

certifications and the company is not aware of the existence of courses in this area. 

 

 

Does the offer of CVET fits your needs? 

Lisnave: 

There are few available trainers with the necessary and sufficient knowledge to give training, particularly 

in the field of shipbuilding and ship-repair. The ones that have know-how to give training in these areas 

are former workers who are currently retired and do not want or cannot give training (usually happen 

when the train is funded, they are not eligible to provide trainings). For example, in the specific area of 

geometric design all trainers are retired. Also in the Naval Tracing area it is difficult to find a trainer with 

sufficient know-how. 

Another constraint is related to the duration of the training modules, with a duration of 25 hours which 

represent 3 days and 1h of training. This duration is incompatible with the schedule of companies based 

on a 40 hour of work per week. 

Rebonave: 

The company is trying to rejuvenate the workers, and it has been difficult to pass on knowledge to the 

younger ones at the level of internal training. Another obstacle is related to the availability of employees 

for training, because it is hard to replace a worker that is absent for reasons of vocational training. 

Another constraint mentioned is related to the category of machine operators. It has been noticed that 

students leave the training without the necessary navigation hours to reach the category of 2nd engineer. 

Unless the workers accept to do free navigation hours, the company has to support the costs. The 

company believes that there should be a grant to support these workers in order to be able to make the 

necessary navigation hours to reach the category of 2nd engineer. 

Navaltagus: 

This company also refers to the difficulty it has when employees are absenting for training. In this case, 

when exempting a group of workers for 3 days for training, the shipyard only operates with 20% of staff, 

which is not possible.  

ISQ: 
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As a training centre ISQ develops a lot of continuing professional training but in its training catalogue the 

Nava Industry area is not contemplated. This happens because the sector is not considered by the public 

opinion as emerging or even attractive, which led to a stagnation in the development of specific training 

plans for this area. In this way, there is only tailor-made training in this area, and the training actions are 

completely customized, both in content and in the way they are taught (in a classroom or workshop, for 

example). 

For companies, the training units have to be of very short duration, so the 25h are not suitable. 

They also share the difficulty of getting trainers with the necessary know-how in these areas. The passing 

of intergenerational knowledge does not exist. 

Cenfim: 

The lack of funding is a great constraint for the companies in the dynamization of continuing professional 

training for their workers. In addition to the lack of funding, existing funding is inadequate, since it is only 

eligible for groups of at least 15 people. Companies that manage to dismiss 15 workers at one time for 

vocational training actions are rare. 

 

 

How do you think one could improve the access to CVET? And how could we make it happen? 

Solisform: 

The training plans are tailor-made for Lisnave, and the company develops the contents. These training 

are from 300h to 400h, and all graduates with approval are invited to stay in the company. The National 

Qualification Catalogue (CNQ) can serve as an inspiration, but it does not serve to build a pathway 

training. These pathway training is tailored to the needs of the company and based on the know-how 

within the company.  

Cenfim: 

Professional training in this area was carried out in the past by the large shipyards that had the structure 

and means to meet the needs of their employees. However, these large shipyards have been dismantled 

and there are no vocational training schools in this area. 

In this way, the rebirth of vocational training in this area is dependent on a dissemination work that has 

to be promoted by the sector itself. It is necessary to work on the social image of the professions related 

to the sector of the naval industry, so that the sector itself can be relaunched from the point of view of its 

visualization. Continuing vocational training is the responsibility of companies and in order to do so, the 

naval industries sector be must identify training needs. 

 

FOR_MAR: 

There is a need for funding mechanisms adapted to the reality of companies so that they can promote 

continuing professional training. 

 

Could you share with us the training practices that you consider more fruitful, particularly among less 

qualified adults? 

Cenfim: 
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The training center has been developing a new training model called ‘The Individual Training Workshop’ 

that considers several jobs and each training responds to the individual needs of each trainee. This way, 

it is possible to join trainees with different knowledge of different areas in a multi-learning environment.  

This formative model allows each person to participate in a learning process, centered on their 

competences and expectations, at their own pace and learning characteristics and according to their 

personal availability. This new training model will be the answer to some of the limitations pointed out by 

companies, namely the lack of availability of employees to participate in training actions, as well as the 

limitation associated with the number of trainees that are necessary to make the training economically 

viable. 

 


